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News Release

The University rf Dayton
SHARING POWER -- KEY TO
MOTIVATING WORKERS
DAYTON, Ohio, July 1, 1981

When it comes to churning out productive work

hours, American employees are looking more like the turtle in a worldwide race
against the hare.

Although theories of employee motivation -- quality control,

participative management, and cost reduction sharing -- are largely American bred,
American managers have been slow to put them into action because of their hesitancy
to share traditional management power, says a University of Dayton professor of

management.
Dr. Joseph Schenk, a specialist in human behavior at work, sees American
business management as having an unrealistic view of the workforce, "a too
hierarchical notion of decision-making, and an ineffective job design in a technological society where there's a higher than ever educational level of its workers."
Management traditionally has underestimated what the fruits of its laborers
could be.

"For a long time we operated on the false assumption that the job of

the manager was to make the job 'idiot-proof': a car comes down the line and you
screw on a nut.

You didn't need a human being to perform this function.

But now

we've gotten back around to the idea that you employ the whole human being . "
Management in the past thought of the worker as being lazy, someone who
would not work unless forced, and who was motivated by bread alone. But by Schenk's
analysis, "Man works for bread alone only if he has no bread.

Once the physical

and security needs of a job are provided by consistent salary and fringe benefits,
people work to satisfy their "higher order" needs for self-actualization, growth,
creativity, responsibility, achievement, and challenge." And unlike the needs for
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safety and security, self-actualization is the only need the hunger for which
increases as it's satisfied, Schenk claims.
Schenk says work which offers employees true achievement and advancement is
that which keeps him or her on the job and, better yet, productive.

"Managers

were guilty in the 1950s of lending only a 'sense' of achievement to employees,
saying with the toothy smile, 'You're doing a great job.'
right away.
fool anybody.

Workers saw through it

Good employee relations must be recognized as not being an attempt to
We're talking about real recognition, real achievement."

A method to motivate employees which Schenk says is the reason Japanese
workers boast the highest rate of increase in productivity (70 percent during the
years 1968-80 as

~ompared

to the American 18 percent) the world over is quality

control! "Bringing planning and control into a worker's job increases his responsibility and chance for achievement at work, because he now has some control over
his own quality, and that should make the work more interesting, and increase enjoyment of the work itself."
The

mov~ent

since the late 1950s toward a more participative and democratic

approach to defining job goals and making the decisions to achieve them has been
a slow one, says Schenk.
enrichment.

"Most managers are at least aware of theories of job

It's hard to find anybody these days who admits to being an autocrat.

But management surveyed would tell you
than democratic leadership style."

most managers practice a more autocratic

For one reason, Schenk maintains, democracy

in management creates an uncertain situation.

"In a participative management,

you don't know what the decision is going to be; whereas if you by yourself are
making the decision, you're in complete control and in a psychological sense it
doesn't really matter to you whether the decision is better or not.

You don't have
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to be interdependent with someone else."
Sharing some of the decision-making cuts down on a manager's traditional
prerogatives.

"It would mean sharing traditional management power."

The boss'

role changes from directing to coaching the subordinate, offering guidance on what
is realistic to accomplish within a certain amount of time, obstacles he or she may
meet, and how to overcome them.
Schenk sees happening an evolution toward true teamwork in the workplace.
For an example, he says management has often looked upon a drive for unionization
as working against the interests of the organization.
view can still be seen.

And the vestiges of that

"The management philosophy of some textile manufacturers

in the South is now where a majority of firms were 50 years ago.

And that, to me,

demonstrates progress."
About profit, Schenk says labor is recognizing that they're in the same
boat as management.

"The separation between management and employees is getting

fuzzy, and that's good."
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